In this paper, we propose a framework of "fractal deformation" using displacement vectors based on "extended Iterated Shuffle Transformation (ext-IST)". An ext-unit-IST is a one-to-one and onto mapping that is extended from a unit-IST, which we have proposed, and is basically defined on a code space. When the mapping is applied on a geometric space, a fractal-like repeated structure, which is referred to as "local resemblance in space/scale directions", is constructed on the relationship between points on the domain and those on the range. By applying the mapping to displacement vectors given on a geometric shape, the shape can be deformed in the fractal-like repeated manner. This fractal deformation is easy to control by changing the displacement vectors intuitively. In addition, a continuous transition between a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation can be realized. We demonstrate how the fractal deformation technique produces attractive results by showing various examples.
Introduction
Shape deformation is a useful technique when we create or modify the shape of an object. A lot of deformation techniques have been proposed. For example, free form deformation (FFD) [11, 16] is one of the most familiar deformation techniques. In FFD, the shape of a 3D object is deformed by deforming a 3D lattice containing the object. Other useful techniques are 2D or 3D morphing and warping [11] , which are one of the most active topics in current computer graphics research. The former produces a natural continuous transition between two objects, and the latter deforms a single object. Besides, as a kind of shape deformation, some fractal deformation techniques have been proposed [4, 5, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19] . These techniques * Presently, Tohoku Institute of Technology, muraoka@tohtech.ac.jp treat fractal shapes and deform them (cf. Sec.2). Fractal deformation techniques achieve completely different deformation styles from usual continuous deformation techniques such as FFD; a fractal deformation technique deforms a shape in the way that each subpart of the shape in all scales is deformed recursively, while a continuous deformation technique deforms the whole shape continuously.
In this paper, we propose a new framework of fractal deformation using displacement vectors based on extended Iterated Shuffle Transformation (ext-IST). So far we have proposed the idea of IST's to define our parametric surfaces [7, 8] . The IST's consist of two types: unit-IST's and connected-IST's. In this paper, we focus on the unit-IST's and extend them to propose extended unit-IST's (ext-unit-IST's). A unit-IST is a one-to-one and onto mapping that is basically defined on a code space. The mapping can be applied on a ge-ometric space by mapping codes on the code space to points on the geometric space. On the geometric space, the unit-IST constructs a fractal-like repeated structure on the relationship between points on the domain and those on the range. The property of this structure is referred to as "local resemblance in space/scale directions", which is considered to be the unification of "locality in space directions" in Euclidean geometry and "self-similarity in scale directions" in fractal geometry. We extend this original unit-IST to the ext-unit-IST in order to realize wider variety of local resemblance property. The fractal deformation technique proposed in this paper deforms a geometric shape in the fractallike repeated manner based on this property. The proposed technique can be applied to any geometric shape if the points on the shape can be addressed appropriately. Then, the shape is deformed by applying the extunit-IST to displacement vectors given on the shape. The deformation can be controlled easily by manipulating the displacement vectors intuitively. Moreover, the ability of the ext-unit-IST realizes a continuous transition between a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation.
In Sec.2, we describe the previous work related to fractal deformation and state the difference between other techniques and the proposed technique. In Sec.3, we define ext-unit-IST's. In Sec.4, we explain the local resemblance. In Sec.5, we propose the fractal deformation technique based on ext-unit-IST's. In Sec.6, we describe the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
Some fractal deformation techniques that have been thus far proposed are related to IFS theory, in which a fractal shape is defined as an attractor obtained by applying a set of contraction mappings infinitely (cf. Sec.5.1). The techniques proposed in [4, 5, 15] treat IFS attractors and deform them by changing their contraction mappings. The method described in [15] produces a continuous transition between two IFS attractors by directly interpolating the coefficients of their contraction mappings. The technique in [4] deforms an IFS attractor by changing the fixed point and the strength of attraction of the point of each contraction mapping. The study in [5] proposed a method for maintaining the connectedness of a deformed IFS attractor during the deformation process. Besides, in [14] , a fractal shape is defined based on a recursive functional equation on the complex plane and is analyzed topologically; using this definition form, a fractal metamorphosis of the shape is achieved by changing the functional equation continuously. In [12] , a simple procedural technique for creating a moving fractal tree was proposed; the shape of a tree is first defined using a simple recursive procedure that gives proper scale factors to the branch length, and then is given motions by rotating the branches. Here, fractal interpolation [1, 3, 10, 13, 20] is one of the fields greatly related to fractal deformation. Among the studies categorized into fractal interpolation, the studies in [17, 18, 19] proposed a method that combined IFS and smooth interpolation techniques and achieved fractal deformation. A set of basis functions of smooth interpolation, such as Bézier interpolation, can be represented as the IFS attractor of a set of specific Markov matrices. Based on this fact, using general Markov matrices results in basis functions that interpolate control points into a curve, a tensor product surface, or an IFS attractor defined on a tensor product parameter space, each of which is given fractal appearance. Controlling the Markov matrices and control points achieves fractal deformations of these shapes. In [7, 8] , we proposed a construction method of a fractal interpolation surface, which was referred to as wrinkly surface (WR surface). We first defined the transformation referred to as Iterated Shuffle Transformation (IST) and then proposed a method for interpolating control points having height values into a WR surface using the IST. Changing the positions and the height values of the control points results in giving a fractal deformation, which is referred to as avalanche deformation, to the WR surface.
The techniques in [4, 5, 15] utilize the fundamental mechanism of an IFS attractor so well and deform its shape globally. However, these techniques cannot achieve a local deformation because each contraction mapping of the IFS affects the whole shape. Similarly, the technique in [14] can achieve only a global deformation because of the global influence of a functional equation. Moreover, these techniques are manipulated by treating parameter values such as the coefficients of contraction mappings or the strength of attraction of fixed points, and a user cannot control a shape directly. Thus some shapes are difficult to deform intuitively. The technique in [12] is restricted to a moving tree. The method in [17, 18, 19] is formulated quite well mathematically. In this method, when a control point is moved, the shape produced by interpolation is deformed locally according to the movement of the control point in the fractal manner determined by the Markov matrices. However, it is not so easy to obtain a desired deformation, because controlling the Markov matrices is not intuitive and the movement of the control point affects both the position and the fractal appearance of the shape simultaneously. The method in [7, 8] can deform the shape of a surface locally by manipulating the position and the height value of a control point separately in a intuitive way. However, the application of this method is restricted to a surface shape.
In this paper, we expand the idea of [7, 8] to any geometric shape that can be addressed appropriately. The proposed technique is realized by separating an original shape to deform and displacement vectors given on the shape for a fractal deformation. This means that an original shape and additional information for a deformation are controlled separately in the proposed technique whereas both of them are treated together in a construction mechanism of a fractal shape in most of other techniques. As a result, the proposed technique enables easy local control of the fractal deformation by manipulating the displacement vectors intuitively. Moreover, the extension of unit-IST's to ext-unit-IST's enhances the variety of the deformation and achieves combining a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation continuously. The above effects distinctive of the proposed technique cannot be realized by other fractal deformation techniques.
Extended Unit Iterated Shuffle Transformation
In this section, we define ext
where
The space Σ L is referred to as unit code space of L symbols. For example, we can take α = 24101 · · · as a code on Σ 5 . Then, we define an ext-unit-IST on Σ L as follows.
Definition 2.
An ext-unit-IST is defined as the mapping
The introduction of variable k b is the extended point from the original unit-IST we have proposed in [7, 8] . The original unit-IST is a special case of the ext-unit-IST and is defined by setting k b = 0. In Sec.5.2, we will explain how the introduction of k b works on geometric shapes using the examples in Fig.3 .
We can obtain the following theorems. 
as follows:
D L e−uni (k b , k e , α) = D L e−u (k b , k e , D L e−u (k b , k e − 1, D L e−u (. . . . . . D L e−u (k b , k b + 1, D L e−uni (k b , k b , α)) . . . ))) = D L e−u (k b , k e , D L e−u (k b , k e − 1, D L e−u (. . . . . . D L e−u (k b , k b + 1, α) . . .))).
Each mapping D L
e−u is one-to-one and onto, as proved above. Therefore, the mapping D L e−uni is also clearly one-to-one and onto.
Proof. Equations 2, 3, and 4 complete the proof. 
Local Resemblance in Space/Scale Directions
We have two types of directions on a geometric space: space directions and scale directions. The former are the directions along which a point of view changes, whereas the latter are the directions along which a field of view changes. Based on these directions, we can consider "locality in space directions" and "selfsimilarity in scale directions". The former is the property that each local position on the space can be identified uniquely. The latter is the property that a similar structure appears repeatedly by expansion or reduction. "Local resemblance in space/scale directions", which we have proposed [7, 8] , is the property that unifies the "locality" and "self-similarity". An ext-unit-IST, as well as an original unit-IST, constructs this property on a geometric space as shown in the next section.
Fractal Deformation
In this section, we propose the fractal deformation technique using displacement vectors based on ext-unit-IST's and show various examples. We here demonstrate only the cases of two-dimensional IFS attractors, although arbitrary dimension and other kinds of shapes can be essentially treated as well.
Addressing Points on Geometric Shape
In order to apply the proposed technique to a geometric shape S, we have to define an ext-unit-IST working on the shape. For this definition, first, we have to address the points on the shape appropriately. Concretely, each point s ∈ S has to be uniquely given a code α ∈ Σ L as its address. This is achieved by a one-to-one and onto mapping M : S → Σ L , which is referred to as address mapping.
In general, each point s on the shape S is given various attributes such as a coordinate x that determines the position of the point s in the space X in which the shape S is defined. Here, for a convenient description, let F a : S → Atr be an attribute function that gives an attribute value a ∈ Atr to a point s ∈ S.
For example, a coordinate function F x : S → X gives a coordinate x ∈ X to a point s ∈ S.
We are allowed to construct different address mappings M for a geometric shape S. For example, when When S is an IFS attractor, we can use the idea described in [3] . Iterated Function System (IFS) [2, 3, 6] i=0 w i (S). Each point s ∈ S is given an address determined in terms of the sequence of mappings w i applied. Figure 2 shows the cases of Sierpinski gaskets, L = 3, on R 2 . The gasket of (a) is obtained as the attractor by the following IFS mappings:
and that of (b) is obtained by the following:
In each of (a) and (b), the two figures on the left show the initial two application steps of L contraction map-pings from the initial triangle ABC, where the numbers show the addressing rule in the same way as Fig.1 . The figures on the right are the resultant attractors after infinite steps. Strictly, in [3] , a point can be given more than one address. In [3] , a "point" means its "coordinate", and addresses are directly given to the coordinates x ∈ X of points on an attractor. Therefore, if the areas mapped by its mappings w i overlap on X, then a point, that is, a coordinate on the attractor can be given multiple addresses, as shown in Fig.2 (b) †1 . On the other hand, in this paper, a point s and its coordinate x are distinguished. Every point to which a different sequence of mappings w i is applied is considered as a different point, even if the point overlaps with others. And its coordinate is considered as an attribute of the point.
Ext-unit-IST on Geometric Shape
Using the mappings D L e−uni in Eq.4 and M in Eq.7, we can define an ext-unit-IST working on a geometric shape S as the mapping F L e−uni : S → S for integers k b and k e given by
The mapping F L e−uni is also one-to-one and onto. Attribute values a given to points s by the function F a in Eq.8 are transformed on the shape S by the application of the ext-unit-IST. Using Eq.10, the resultant function F L e−uni, a : S → Atr is expressed as follows.
Moreover, Eq.11 can be superposed as follows.
The weight function W a , k b ≤ k ≤ k e , is defined by using a ratio function δ a (s) ≥ 0 †2 as follows.
The weight function and ratio function defined above are given a point s as an argument. This means that the †1 Actually, even in (a), the points that joint triangles have multiple addresses when infinite places of α are considered [3] .
†2 In [7, 8] , this range was defined as 0 < δ a(s) < 1.
values of these functions are variable for different points s on the shape S. Figure 3 shows examples for demonstrating how extunit-IST's work on geometric shapes. These examples help readers understand the difference between the transformation patterns caused by different pairs of k b and k e in Eq.10. The geometric shape and applied address mapping of (a) are Fig.1 (c) , and those of (b) are Fig.2 (a) . The points s on each shape are given color values c = (red, green, blue) ∈ C by a color function F c : S → C as attribute values a. In each of (a) and (b) in Fig.3 
L
S −e−uni, c , which is obtained using Eq.12, given k b of the row, k e = 5, and the ratio function δ c (s) = 1 (constant for all s). We find that the color changes in these images caused by the ext-unit-IST's construct fractal-like repeated structures. Here, we observe how different values of k e work. In each of (a) and (b), for each k b , the construction of the repeated structure proceeds in the scale direction by scattering the colors over the shape as k e increases. That is, k e works for controlling the level of detail of the repeated structure. Moreover, even though k e increases, the upper left part on the shape remains redder, the lower right part remains bluer, and the lower left part or upper right part remains greener than other parts. That is, the proportion of red, blue, and green depends on the position in the space direction. The "superposition" case shows this situation more clearly. The property described above is the "local resemblance in space/scale directions" constructed by the ext-unit-IST's. Next, we observe how different values of k b work. As described in Sec.3, the introduction of k b is the extended point from original unit-IST's to ext-unit-IST's proposed in this paper. In each of (a) and (b), the case of k b = 0 shows an original unit-IST. When comparing the cases of k b = 0, 1, and 2, we find that the scattering of the colors is localized within smaller regions as k b becomes greater. Actually, k b works for restricting the extent within which a point s can be transformed by Eq.10. In Fig.3, for each k b , the leftmost image shows that the transformation of a point s is restricted within the region that is enclosed by a white square or triangle and includes the point. This property realized by k b is an important feature distinctive of ext-unit-IST's and cannot be achieved by original unit-IST's. In particular, this property is indispensable for realizing a continuous transition between a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation described in Sec.5.4. 
Fractal Deformation Based on Ext-unit-IST
The fractal deformation proposed in this paper is achieved by giving displacement vectors to the points on a geometric shape to deform and applying an extunit-IST to the displacement vectors. This is formalized as follows. First, let F x in Eq.9 be the coordinate function of a geometric shape S to deform. Actually, the shape S is concretely determined on the coordinate space X by defining the function F x . Then, each point s on the shape S is given a displacement vector v ∈ X. When the displacement vector is considered to be an attribute value, the operation of giving displacement vectors v to the points s is represented as a displacement vector function F v : S → X given by
When the displacement vectors varies over time t ∈ T , Eq.14 is represented as the function
This function form is used for producing a deformation over time t. In the following, for convenience, we consider only functions F v that are continuous on both S and T . Here, if the functions F x and F v are directly added, the coordinate of a point s on the space X at time t is obtained by the function P x,v : S, T → X given by
In this case, the shape S is deformed continuously over time t because the function F v is continuous on both S and T as described above. In this paper, we refer to this deformation as continuous deformation in comparison with the term "fractal deformation". On the other hand, using Eq.11 †3 , applying an ext-unit-IST to the function F v results in the fractal deformation proposed in this paper. In this case, the coordinate of a point s at time t is obtained by the function P L e−uni, x,v : S, T → X given by
In Eq.17, the function F L e−uni rearranges the displacement vectors given by F v on the shape S in a local resemblance manner, as shown in Sec.5.2. This results in a fractal deformation. Besides, using Eq.12, the superposed case is obtained by the function
The weight function W v for displacement vectors v is obtained using a ratio function δ v (s) for v and Eq.13. We show some examples of the fractal deformation in the following. These examples are two-dimensional IFS attractors defined on R 2 . Therefore, the equations above are treated by considering that X = R 2 , x = (x, y) ∈ R 2 , and v = (v x , v y ) ∈ R 2 . (The animations included in the supplementary works help readers understand the following explanation.)
(1) Examples of a Sierpinski Gasket (Fig.4 ) Figure 4 shows examples for explaining how the fractal deformation technique works on a Sierpinski gasket. the minimum scale of the deformations. In each case from (A) to (H), (a) is the original Sierpinski gasket by setting F v (s, t) = (0, 0) for all s at t = t 0 = 0, while (b) and (c) are deformed gaskets by F v (s, t) at t = t 1 and t 2 (t 0 < t 1 < t 2 ). All the cases from (A) to (H) are given the same function F v . Technically, in these examples, the function F v was defined by giving displacement vectors changing over time t to 4 × 4 control points constituting a control mesh placed over the gasket and applying two-dimensional Bézier interpolation of degree 3 to the vectors. (The functions F v used for Figures 5 and 6 were also defined using the same technique.) This means that actually the function F v was defined as not
where Y is the square region covered with the Bézier interpolation on X. Then, the coordinate x = F x (s) of each point s on the gasket was assigned the displacement vector v = F v (x, t). The movement of the white grid drawn over the gasket shown in (a), (b), and (c) represents the resultant function F v changing over time t. The movements of the grid points of this white grid correspond to F v (x, t) obtained at 11×11 points x placed on Y at equal parameter intervals. The position of each grid point indicates x + F v (x, t) at t.
Comparing (A) and (B) shows us the fundamental difference between a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation. The continuous deformation (A) deforms the whole shape of the gasket continuously, while the fractal deformation (B) deforms the gasket in the way that each subpart of the gasket in all scales is deformed recursively (see the animations in the supplementary works carefully). Here, for detailed analyses, we focus on the deformed shape of (b) in (A) and that in (B). In (A)-(b), when the midpoint of the hypotenuse of the gasket is lifted up, the lifting is propagated continuously around the lifted point and produces the continuous deformation. The neighbourhood of the lifted point is deformed greater, and the regions far from the point are less deformed. The region of the lower left corner is hardly deformed. On the other hand, in (B)-(b), the lifting is scattered all over the gasket in a fractal-like repeated manner. We find that every triangle in all regions, even in the lower left corner, and in all scales is deformed although the triangles near the lifted point are still deformed greater than those in far regions. This deformation manner indicates the property of local resemblance (cf. Sections 4 and 5.2). The comparison between (A) and (B) above shows that the two deformations have completely different deformation styles each other. In general, other fractal deformation techniques such as those described in Sec.2 also deform shapes in such kinds of recursive manners; such deformations cannnot be achieved using continuous deformation techniques such as FFD. However, the proposed technique provides easy control to the deformation by changing the displacement vector function intuitively, while other techniques are not so easy to manipulate for the reasons described in Sec.2. Concretely, if using the above-mentioned technique of defining a displacement vector function, the fractal deformation can be easily controlled by manipulating the displacement vectors given to the 4 × 4 control points intuitively In fact, using Eq.17 or Eq.18 as it is, the resultant deformed shape comes apart because an ext-unit-IST on a geometric space is essentially a discontinuous function. For example, the color figures in Fig.3 reveal the discontinuity as the recursively partitioned square or triangle regions. For avoiding the discontinuity, when we use Eq.17 or Eq.18, we take the following strategy: 1) average the displacement vectors, which are obtained by F L e−uni, v , of all the points s in each continuous region that is not separated by the ext-unit-IST, 2) give each point s in the whole shape S a displacement vector obtained by interpolating the averaged vectors in 1) using Delaunay triangulation. The important fact is that the same situation above is observed in every subpart of the fern in all regions and all scales recursively. In comparison, in the continuous deformation (A), the deformation of the whole shape is identical with the motion of the white grid; this results in a rigid impression of the whole shape. The above distinctive deformation manner of the proposed technique cannot be realized by other previous fractal deformation techniques as well as usual continuous deformation techniques. Similarly to Fig.4 , manipulating F v intuitively achieves easy control of the deformation.
The examples (B) to (E) show the effect caused by different pairs of k b and δ v . As described above, the displacement vector function F v originally sways the upper part of the fern from side to side, as shown in (A). When k b = 0 in (B), the sway is scattered all over the fern, and even the lowest part sways widely. As k b increases from (B) to (E), the sway of the lower part decreases and that of the upper part increases. When k b reaches 6 (= k e ), the fractal deformations converge to the continuous deformation of (A). In the same way as Fig.4 , this is caused by the fact that the value of k b controls the extent of the scattering of the displacement vectors given by F v . In this model, the ratio function δ v is given smaller value as k b increases in order to make the deformation gentle. The examples (B) to (E) show the effect caused by different k b . When k b is small, the drawing of the lower right part by F v gives great effect even on the opposite upper left part. The increase of k b makes this effect localized to the neighbourhood of the drawn part; the lower right part is more deformed while the upper left part is less deformed. Then, the spiral deformation effect described above is weakened.
Continuous Transition between Continuous and Fractal Deformations
The function F 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed the fractal deformation technique using displacement vectors based on extunit-IST's. Using this technique, a geometric shape can be deformed in a fractal-like repeated manner by controlling a displacement vector function intuitively. Besides, this technique realizes various levels of fractal deformations and achieves a continuous transition between a continuous deformation and a fractal deformation. Although we have demonstrated only the cases of two-dimensional IFS attractors, arbitrary dimension and other kinds of shapes can be treated if the shapes can be given proper address mappings. However, actually, when considering the application of this technique to actual various object shapes, it is hard to find proper address mappings in most cases. In addition, in order to realize desired deformations for various complicated shapes, a more flexible control mechanism is needed. These are open problems to solve. As one application theme, we are currently planning to apply this technique to image deformation using real pictures. Besides, we are pursuing other application themes of extunit-IST's and the proposition of extended connected-IST's.
